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Abstract: Researchers around the globe nowadays are concentrating on making our devices more interactive and trying to make 
the devices more operational with minimal physical contact. Thai research proposes an interactive computer system that uses 
computer vision to create a virtual keyboard and mouse using only hand gestures. We can utilize a built-in camera or an 
external camera to track the image of different gestures performed by the person’s hand and according to different gestures 
conduct mouse cursor operations such as right and left clicks, as well as move the cursor. In addition to that, we can control the 
console using different gestures such as one finger to select the particular alphabet and a four-finger motion gesture to perform 
swipe operation in either the left or right direction. This proposed system with no wire or any other external device will act as 
virtual keyboard and mouse. The only hardware aspect of this system is the webcam which is used to capture images whereas the 
coding part will be done in python programming language. 
Keywords: Hand Gesture Recognition, Human Computer Interaction (HCI),Image Processing,Haar Cascade 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Image processing, a division of signal processing, can correspond of an image or a videotape as input and output as an image or 
different parameters of it. Gesture recognition and shadowing is a kind of image processing process. In recent times, a number of 
gesture recognition ways have been proposed. Hand tracking has several operations including motion capture, human-computer 
interaction and human behaviour analysis. Several types of detectors and detection gloves are used for hand motion detection and 
tracking. Instead of using more precious detectors simple webcams identify the gesture and track the motion. 
Video conferencing is veritably popular currently. For this reason, utmost of the computer users uses a webcam on their computer 
and utmost of the laptops have a built-in webcam. The proposed system which is webcam grounded, might be suitable to exclude 
the need of a mouse and keyboard. The process of interaction with a computer using hand gesture is a veritably intriguing & 
effective approach to HCI (Human- Computer- Interaction). There's some really good exploration on this interest. As the 
technologies are developing day by day the devices getting compact in size. Some devices have gone wireless, some of them gone 
idle. This paper proposes a system that could make some the devices go idle in the future that's the future of HCI (Human- 
Computer Interaction). The offer is to development of a Virtual Mouse and Keyboard using Gesture Recognition. The end is to 
control mouse cursor and keyboard functions using only a simple camera rather of traditional bias. The Virtual Mouse works as a 
medium of the user and the machine only using a camera. It helps the user to interact with a machine without any mechanical or 
physical bias and control mouse functions. Generally, we use a mouse, keyboard or other interacting bias which is substantially 
compact with the computer machine. The wireless bias also need a power source and connecting technologies, but in this paper, the 
user’s bare hand is the only input option using a webcam. So, it’s a veritably interactive way to control the mouse cursor and 
keyboard. This system has the implicit to replace the typical mouse and also the remote regulator of machines. The only hedge is the 
lighting condition. That’s why the system still can’t be enough to replace the traditional mouse as utmost of the computers are used 
in poor lighting conditions. In particular, people with severe movement disabilities may have physical impairments which 
significantly limit their capability to control the fine motor. thus, they may not be suitable to class and communicate with a normal 
keyboard and mouse. 

II. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
1) Paper 1- A method for on-screen cursor control without any physical connection to a sensor is presented. Identification of 

coloured caps on the fingertips and their tracking is involved in this work. Different hand gestures can be replaced in place of 
coloured caps for the same purpose. Different operations of mouse controlled are single left click, double left click, right click 
and scrolling. Various combinations of coloured caps are used for different operations. Range of skin colour can be varied in 
the program in accordance with the person to be used surrounding lightening conditions. An approximate area ratio that is not 
being used by the hand in the convex hull is taken after analysing the program output at different gestures of the hand. This 
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work can be used in various real time applications like cursor control in a computer, android based smart televisions etc. 
Although there are devices like mouse and laser remotes for the same purpose, this work is so simple so that it reduces the 
usage of external hardware in such a way that the motion of fingers in front of a camera will result in the necessary operation on 
the screen.[1] 

2) Paper 2 -The interaction system in this paper is composed of three parts hand gesture segmentation, hand gesture tracking and 
hand gesture recognition. In terms of hand gesture segmentation, it is realized by cutting the relevant specific hand gesture from 
one frame of video, which is also the first step for the hand gesture recognition. It mainly includes the types based on skin 
colour, edge detection, motion information, statistical template which have different advantages and disadvantages respectively. 
The paper adopts fusion algorithm to realize the hand gesture segmentation in complicated environment. In terms of hand 
gesture tracking, it is about real time location and hand gesture tracking in video according to some features of them, so it is the 
key step for hand gesture recognition. Hand gesture tracking ensures that the targeted hand gestures are not lost and kept in real 
time monitoring.[2] 

3) Paper 3 -Text production is one of the most frequent activities on a computer, a trivial task that can be limiting for individuals 
affected by severe neuromotor disorders such as Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS) that can lead to Locked-in syndrome 
(LIS). These individuals need augmentative and alternative communication tools, since they may have only the eye movements 
as a form of communication and interaction with the outside world. This work investigates methods of interaction based on eye 
movement tracking and presents a virtual keyboard that utilizes gaze detection as a text input. It describes the development of 
the shape detection algorithm for the assistive keyboard, typed word voting from a Brazilian Portuguese lexicon and 
preliminary results on the decoding algorithm.[3] 

4) Paper 4 - In this paper, we the idea of a virtual keyboard using eye gaze system that is displayed on monitor is proposed, so 
user could type some words or simple sentence. For the disable people or handicap person, they have some disability in their 
motoric function, so using this system they could type the words using eye gaze. Eye gaze is a natural interaction for every 
person that is so easily to do. The system consists of a virtual keyboard application that is operated using eye gaze of the user. 
So, with this system they can give some information to the others easily. In this system, there is a pointer that is moved using 
eye gaze of the users. So, the users should move their eye gaze to choose the letter that they want. With this system, it is 
expected that some people who has some disability could do communication well. So, the other people can understand their 
desire or the information from them.[4] 

5) Paper 5 – In this article, they proposed I-Keyboard with DND. I-Keyboard, for the first time, attempted to realize a truly 
imaginary keyboard that does not require calibration. The users can start typing from anywhere on the touch screen without 
being concerned with the keyboard shape and location in an eyes-free manner. In addition, users do not need to learn anything 
before typing. For the development of I-Keyboard, we conducted a user study while collecting the largest dataset. We analysed 
the user behaviours in the eyes-free ten-finger scenario which enforces minimum constraints. The user mental models 
consistently displayed similar layouts as a physical keyboard, though the models drift in location and vary in shape over time. 
After confirming the feasibility, we designed I-Keyboard and DND. We utilized a deep neural architecture to handle the 
dynamic variation of the user mental models and the semantic embedding technique to further boost the decoding 
performance.[5] 

 
III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

In the proposed system, the process of the implementation can be started when the user's gesture was captured in real time by the 
webcam, after which the captured image will be dealt with segmentation process to compare and separate the value of pixels to the 
values of the defined colour. Once the segmentation part is done, the resultant image will be transformed to Binary Image (Having 
only two colours i.e., white and black) where white will represent the identified pixels, while black will represent the remaining 
pixels. Then according to the position of the white pixels in the image the position of the mouse pointer will be set simultaneously, 
thus resulting in simulating the mouse cursor without using our standard regular mouse.  
The Mouse will make use of a convex hull method for its working, defects are captured or read, the usage of this defects the features 
of the mouse are mapped. The method of this photo reputation method entirely specializes in defects and conditional statements, the 
convex hull takes the distance of the palms as defects, so it could be used for more than one gesture and mapping commands. The 
method used for this keyboard feature is a chunk different than the Convex hull method, right here the hand function machine is 
used this is, the video this is shooting used the location of the hand is captured through the computer. In the open video window, a 
miniature digital keyboard is mapped.  
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Using the hand function method, the keyboard features may be decided that have been mapped and the usage of this method the 
keyboard feature executed, a math feature is used to decide the location of the hand and flip it right into a matrix area which makes 
the location recognisable for the computer. 
The algorithm used to classify the feature extracted is something called Haar Cascade which is employed to detect objects, it is one 
of the Machine-learning algorithm during which a cascade function is trained by providing a limited amount of both positive and 
negative images. After which, it is used to search out items in other images. Haar cascades classifier have numerous benefits, one 
amongst which is it’s the time of execution it takes to train the classifier, the tactic requires a number of positive images that is 
images of faces along with negative images that is images without faces. After which just like our convolutional kernel features are 
extracted from it. Every individual feature might be a single value produced by debiting the overall of pixels within the white and 
black rectangles. instead of computing at each individual pixel, it split the screen into sub- rectangles and references of array are 
created for each one of them. The features of haar are then computed utilizing them. it is essential to notice that while detecting the 
object, practically each and every characteristic of the Haar are meaningless as the only features that matter are those of the article. 
However, Adaboost is utilized to settle on the best characteristics amongst thousands of features of Haar to represent an object. The 
system utilizes haar cascades along with OpenCV library. The OpenCV library maintains the repository of pre-trained Haar 
cascades. The bulk of those Haar cascades are used for one among two purposes: Face discovery, Eye discovery, Mouth discovery, 
Full/partial body discovery. 
For implementation of keyboard, CVzone library in python is engaged. CVzone is a computer vision application which is used to 
make image processing and AI operations simple for usage which is build round the Media pipe and OpenCV libraries and to apply 
mouse events, media pipe library is engaged. Media Pipe is a framework for generation of machine learning pipelines for video and 
audio both of which comes under the category of time-series type of data.  

 
Architecture of the System 

 
IV. FUTURE SCOPE 

At present when it comes to rough background the system is not that efficient along with the lighting factor also results in decrease 
of accuracy we plan to use high-definition camera can to increase the overall accuracy, furthermore if a computer system having 
RAM more than 8GB can also lead to increase in the accuracy by a certain percentage.  
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V. CONCLUSION 
This paper is providing a gadget to apprehend the hand gesture and update the keyboard and mouse function. That includes the 
motion of the mouse cursor, the click and drag with the keyboard capabilities like printing alphabets and other keyboard functions. 
The manner of pores and skin segmentation is applied to split the colour/picture of hand with its background. Remove arm method, 
which efficiently solves the state of affairs of taking into the entire frame into the camera. In general, the proposed set of rules can 
stumble on and recognize hand gesture in order that it is able to function mouse and keyboard features and additionally create an 
actual global consumer interface. 3dprinting, Architectural drawings or even doing medical operations from any corner of the globe. 
This mission can be easily carried out and its utility may be very full-size in medical science in which computation is needed 
however couldn’t completely be implemented because of the lack of interaction between computer and human. 
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